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Abstract
Concerns with using the Rasch model to estimate DIF when there are large group
differences in ability (impact) and the data follow a 3PL model are discussed. This
demonstration showed that, with large group ability differences, difficult non-DIF items
appeared to favor the focal group and, to a smaller degree, easy non-DIF items appeared to
favor the reference group. Correspondingly, the effect sizes for DIF items were biased. With
equal ability distributions for the reference and focal groups, DIF effect sizes were unbiased for
non-DIF items; effect sizes were somewhat overestimated in absolute values for difficult items
and somewhat underestimated for easy items. These effects were explained by showing how
the item response function was distorted differentially depending on the ability distribution.
The practical implication is that measurement practitioners should not trust the DIF estimates
from the Rasch model when there is large impact and examinees are potentially able to answer
items correctly by guessing.
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Modeling DIF with the Rasch Model:
The Unfortunate Combination of Mean Ability Differences and Guessing
It is well-established that when there is a non-zero lower asymptote in the item
response function, modeling DIF with a 2-parameter-logistic (2PL) or linear logistic regression
model can lead to inflated Type I error rates if there is a large difference (group impact) in the
focal and reference groups' mean ability (DeMars, 2010). The non-zero lower asymptote may
be due to correct guessing because none of the distractors consistently lure low-ability
examinees away from the correct answer, or it may be due some level of knowledge of the
correct answer due to factors beyond the primary ability. However, for brevity, the non-zero
lower asymptote will be referred to simply as guessing. The inflated Type I error is due to
differential distortion in the response function. To accommodate the lower asymptote, the
slope of the function will flatten. The degree to which it flattens depends on the relative
difficulty of the item; the more difficult the item, relative to the group mean ability, the more
the slope will flatten (Yen, 1981; Wells & Bolt, 2008). Additionally, if a latent model that does
not include a lower asymptote is applied, the scale itself will become distorted (Yen, 1986). The
units at the lower-end of the scale will be stretched out (or equivalently, more units on the 3Pl
scale will be compressed into a single unit on the 2PL scale). This may provide better fit for the
more difficult items where guessing is a problem, but it may also bias the estimates of the
discrimination parameters for the easier items which would have been more accurately
estimated without the metric distortion because there is less correct guessing on the easier
items. Both the response function distortion and scale distortion vary depending on the ability
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distribution, leading to false detection of DIF when the ability distributions of the reference and
focal groups are not equal.
Use of Rasch modeling for DIF detection in the presence of group differences in mean
ability when there is correct guessing has not been studied as thoroughly. The Rasch model
does not allow individual items to vary in the degree to which their slopes flatten to match the
lower asymptote, which makes it more difficult to analytically derive the results and thus does
not allow for DIF in the item discriminations. However, the false DIF introduced by not
accounting for the non-zero lower asymptote may appear in the difficulty estimates instead.
The scale distortions may also influence power when there is true DIF. This study examines the
effects of group ability differences, item difficulty, and item discrimination on Type I error and
power for DIF modeled by the Rasch model in the presence of correct guessing. In the following
two sections, data are simulated to illustrate these effects. The purpose of the simulation is to
demonstrate these effects empirically, before explaining the results analytically in the next
section. Although the simulation is not necessary to understanding the implications of
conducting DIF studies with the Rasch model for 3PL data when the group abilities differ, it
helps to make the explanation more concrete.
Method
Data were simulated to follow a 3PL model:

P(θ) = c + (1 − c)

e1.7a (θ− b)
1 + e1.7a (θ−b)

(1)

where P(θ) indicates the probability of correct response given θ, the examinee's ability or level
of the construct measured, and the item parameters (more fully expressed as P(x = 1|θ, a, b,c)),
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a indicates the item discrimination, b indicates the item difficulty, and c indicates a lower
asymptote. The c-parameter is the probability of correct response for examinees with very low
θ, often referred to as a pseudo-guessing parameter because guessing is one reason that the
low-θ examinees may have a non-zero probability of correct response. For the Rasch model, c =
0, the 1.7 is omitted from the model, and a =1; the item discrimination is transferred to the
variance of θ; a given group of examinees will have greater variance for a more discriminating
set of items. Ability is symbolized by β instead of θ, and item difficulty is symbolized by δ
instead of b. For consistency, the notation in Equation 1 will be used throughout this exposition.
Typically, the size of the scale units is set in the 3PL model by fixing the variance of θ to 1 in a
reference group, so that a 1-unit change in θ represents a 1-standard deviation difference. In
the Rasch model, a 1-unit change in θ represents a difference of 1 logit; the log-odds of correct
response increases by 1 when θ increases by 1. If c = 0 in the 3PL, a 1-unit change in θ = 1.7a
logits; the logit difference varies from item to item depending on a.
In generating the two hypothetical test forms, each test form had 45 items, with c = .2,
and b evenly spaced from -2.1 to 2.1, and with three items at each value of b. For Form 1 all a =
1, and for Form 2 a = 0.6, 1.0, 1.4. In the DIF condition, one moderately easy (b = -1.5), one
middle (b =0), and one moderately difficult (b = 1.5) item favored the reference group, and
three items with corresponding difficulties (-1.5, 0, 1.5) favored the focal group. The difference
in b's was calculated to produce a Δ-difference of |1.75| (logit difference = 0.745). The Δdifference is a DIF effect-size frequently used at ETS to evaluate the practical significance of DIF
(Zieky, 1993), where Δ =2.35*logit-difference. An item with |Δ-difference| > 1.0 and statistically
significantly different from 0 is classified as a 'B' item, showing moderate DIF. An item with |Δ-
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difference| > 1.5 and significantly different from 1 is classified as a 'C' item, showing large DIF.
Negative differences favor the reference group and positive differences favor the focal group.
In the 3PL model, the logit difference varies as a function of θ. The average logit difference was
calculated by integrating the difference over the θ distribution, weighting by the density of the
focal and reference groups combined. The integration was approximated by evaluating the
difference at 49 points from θ = -4 to θ = 4. Table 1 shows the difference in b for each DIF item
corresponding to Δ-difference = 1.75.
The mean ability difference, often termed impact, was set to 0 or 1. When the mean
ability difference was 0, the reference and focal group’s ability distributions were equivalent at
θ ~N(0,1). When the mean ability difference was 1, 0.5 was added to the reference group mean
and subtracted from the focal group mean, to produce higher average ability in the reference
group. Sample sizes was 1000 per group. For each condition, 500 replications were conducted.
Responses generated for each replication based on probabilities computed using Equation 1; if
a random draw from a uniform distribution was lower than the model-implied probability, the
response was coded as a correct answer.
Items were calibrated using WinSteps 3.8 (Linacre, 2013a). Both groups were calibrated
concurrently, with the DIF table requested. This is the method recommended by Linacre
(2013b; section 19.24) to keep the scale the same for both groups. First, item difficulties and
examinee abilities were estimated for both groups pooled together. Then, the person abilities
were held constant and item difficulties were estimated for each group. The difference in b was
transformed to the ∆-scale by multiplying by 2.35.
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Simulation Results and Discussion
Item Fit
As a preliminary step, item fit was assessed. Most Rasch software, including WinSteps,
provides weighted indices of item fit, Infit, and unweighted indices, Outfit. Outfit is more
sensitive to misfitting responses from persons far from the item difficulty. The magnitude of the
DIF is indexed by the Infit or Outfit mean-square (MS). For the statistical significance test, the
MS can be transformed to a z-statistic using the Wilson-Hilferty cube root transformation.
Although there has been discussion among Rasch analysts about using MS vs. statistical
significance (for example, see Linacre, 2003; Smith, Schumacker, & Bush, 1998), Wilson (2005,
p. 129) has recommended following the procedure commonly used in statistics: first test for
statistical significance, then interpret the MS as an effect size if the significance test is rejected.
For dichotomously-scored items, Wright and Linacre (1994) recommended MS between 0.8 and
1.2 for high stakes tests or 0.7 to 1.3 for "run of the mill" tests. Linacre (2002) also suggested
that MS in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 are "productive for measurement", and values between 1.5
and 2.0 are "unproductive for construction of measurement, but not degrading".
Details of the fit analysis are shown in the Appendix. On average the magnitude of the
Infit MS was within Wright and Linacre's guidelines, but there was a clear pattern of increasing
misfit with increasing item difficulty. Due to the variation in estimating the fit indices, this
pattern would be less obvious in any single replication, which represents one dataset. Due to
the large sample size, the Infit was generally statistically significant (at α = .05) for most items,
but given that the effect sizes were reasonable, only the most difficult items were generally
flagged for misfit. Outfit was more problematic. In addition to statistical significance, the effect
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sizes were further from one. Easy items tended to have MS < 1, and difficult items tended to
have MS > 1. Based on the Infit MS values, most items would be retained, on average. Based on
the Outfit values, analysts might choose to drop the easiest and most difficult items, although
they seldom fell into the "degrading" (Linacre, 2002) range. For illustrative purposes, all items
were retained for the DIF analysis.
DIF Estimates
Figures 1 and 2 show, for the items where there was no DIF simulated, the mean of the
estimated Δ-differences, calculated from the estimated b-differences, as a function of the item
difficulty. First, the constant a condition is shown in Figure 1. With no mean ability difference,
the Δ-differences were unbiased. With the large mean ability difference, difficult items tended
to falsely appear to favor the focal group, with mean Δ values for the hardest items extending
into the "B" range using the ETS classification system. To a somewhat lesser extent, easy items
tended to favor the reference group.
Next, the varying a condition is shown in Figure 2. Again there was no bias in the Δdifferences when there was no mean ability difference. When mean ability difference = 1
standard deviation, for the most difficult items, the bias was similar to the bias in the constant a
condition. But for the easiest items, there was almost no bias when a was low, but large bias
when a was high. With the highest a, the easy items appeared to favor the reference group to
an even greater extent than the difficult items appeared to favor the focal group. In this
condition, the easiest items had mean Δ values in the "C" range.
Given the variance of the Δ estimates across replications, many of the Δ-differences
would extend into the "C" range even when the mean was in the "B" range. To illustrate this,
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empirical 90% confidence intervals are shown in Figure 3 for the easiest and hardest items for
when mean ability difference = 1.
For the power study, Tables 2 and 3 provide the mean and empirical standard error
(standard deviation across replications) of the estimated Δ-differences for the 6 DIF items. The
true Δ-difference was generated to be |1.75|. In the constant a conditions (Table 2), when
there was no mean ability difference, the absolute value of Δ was slightly underestimated for
the middle difficulty items, underestimated more for the easy items, and overestimated for the
difficult items. When there was a large mean ability difference, effect sizes for difficult items
were positively biased, which meant they were underestimated in absolute value for items that
favored the reference group and overestimated for items that favored the focal group. The
converse was true for easy items.
In the varying a conditions (Table 3), when there was no mean ability difference, the Δ
was nearly unbiased for the easy, low a item but was negatively biased for the easy, high a
item. For the medium difficulty items, there was some negative bias; in absolute value, the Δ
for the item favoring the reference group was inflated and the Δ for the item favoring the focal
group was deflated. The difficult items showed bias of a similar magnitude to that in the
constant a conditions. When there was mean ability difference, the easy low-a item's Δ was less
biased than in the constant a condition, but the easy high-a item's Δ was more negatively
biased, even appearing to favor the wrong group. The difficult items' Δs were more similar to
those in the constant a condition.
In summary, when there was no mean ability difference, the Δ-difference was estimated
accurately for non-DIF items but was underestimated (in absolute value) for easy DIF items and
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overestimated (in absolute value) for hard DIF items. For easy items, the bias was minimal
when the a was low and exaggerated when the a was high, but for difficult items the a had little
effect. When there was a large mean ability difference, easy non-DIF items appeared to favor
the reference group, and correspondingly Δ-differences were negatively biased for easy DIF
items and were positively biased for difficult DIF items. Negative bias indicates that the
absolute value of the Δ-difference was overestimated for items that favored the reference
group but underestimated for items that favored the reference group. The effects were
somewhat larger under separate calibration. To clarify why these results occurred, the next
section will discuss how the 3PL scale was distorted when the Rasch model was applied.
Distortion of the Scale and Response Functions
When the 2PL model is applied to 3PL data, the response function will become distorted
to better fit the data; the slope will flatten to better meet the responses in the guessing range
(DeMars, 2010; Yen, 1981). This effect increases with the difficulty of the item, relative to the
distribution of θ. For difficult items or low ability groups, the a-parameter is negatively biased.
The b-parameter also tends to be negatively biased, because the items appear to be easier than
they really are. When many items are impacted by guessing, the measurement scale itself also
becomes distorted; this effect is also evident in the Rasch model, where the a-parameter
cannot flatten for individual items. The units in the Rasch metric stretch to account for the fact
that the log-odds (logit) of correct response change slowly in the region where the probability is
just above the lower asymptote. Or equivalently one could say that the Rasch metric
compresses the 3PL units. The relative unit sizes change to better match the test characteristic
curve (TCC). It could reasonably be argued that this helps to make the metric more interval-
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level. In terms of log-odds, the 3PL metric is not equal-interval; a one-unit change in θ at the
low-end of the scale does not yield the same logit difference as a one-unit change in θ at the
high-end of the scale. Stretching and compressing the metric helps to make each θ unit closer
to a logit. The degree of metric distortion depends on the mix of item difficulties and the θ
distribution.
Figure 4 shows the average scale recovered. Variation in the item discrimination made
virtually no difference, so only the constant-a condition is shown. Under concurrent calibration,
the degree of mean ability difference had little impact, so only the no mean ability difference
condition is shown. To make the scales more commensurate, the Rasch scale was rescaled such
that the mean person measure (analogous to θ) was zero and the adjusted variance (true score
variance) was equal to the generating variance1. At the low end of the scale, the values are
spaced increasingly further apart in the Rasch model (equivalently, the 3PL units are
increasingly compressed), and at the high end they are pushed closer together (equivalently,
the 3PL units are spread further apart). As a result, as the item location moves away from the
center, the difficulty estimates become positively biased. Additionally, the locations of the 0
points are not perfectly aligned because an examinee at the mean on the 3PL scale would be
slightly above the mean on the Rasch scale due to skewness introduced by the scale distortion.
With an awareness of these effects, the parameter estimation for individual items can be
considered in relationship to the scale.

1

The multiplicative constant was between 0.96 and 0.98, so the units remained almost equivalent to logits and will
be referred to as such.
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The scale distortion helps the Rasch model to better fit the 3PL data, but the scale is
determined by the set of items as a whole, not best fit for any individual item, so individual
item response functions must also adjust for better fit to the Rasch model. When the mean
ability is equal for both groups, this has little effect on the Δ-difference estimate for non-DIF
items, but when the group means are unequal each group's response function adjusts
differently. Figure 5 shows the data function, and the best-fitting Rasch ICC, for the secondeasiest (true b = -1.8) and second-hardest (b = 1.8) items, when mean ability difference = 1.
Because the slope is determined by the other items, the only parameter that can be adjusted to
approximate the 3PL data is the item difficulty. When minimizing differences between the data
and the estimated response function, the differences are weighted by the sample density. The
low ability levels are weighted more for the focal group, and the high ability levels are weighted
more for the reference group. Thus, for the easy item, the focal group estimate of b is pulled
down more to try to match the data in the low-ability region. For the difficult item, the
reference group has a lower estimated b to better match the data in the high ability region and
the focal group has a higher estimated b to better match the data in the low ability region.
Consequently, there appears to be DIF, and the DIF is in opposite directions for hard and easy
items.
Figure 5 also illustrates the effects of item discrimination. When the discrimination was
low (left panel), the IRF for the easy item could be fit well with the Rasch model, so there was
little difference between the focal and reference item difficulties. But the IRF for the highdiscrimination (right panel) easy item was harder to fit, and thus weighting by the ability
density led to different estimates of the item difficulty for the two groups. For the hard items,
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neither the low nor high discrimination items fit the Rasch model, and each led to differential
difficulty estimates. For the hard items, the difference was similar across discrimination levels.
The scale distortion also impacted the estimates of Δ for the DIF items. When the group
means were equal, Δ for the DIF items was somewhat underestimated at the low end of θ,
where the Rasch units were spread out relative to the 3PL units, and somewhat overestimated
at the upper end, where the units were compressed. When the group means were unequal, this
effect was added to the effect of the differential mis-estimation of item difficulty described
above.
Other Factors
To keep the illustration simple, the only factors that varied were item difficulty,
discrimination, and mean ability difference. Some additional factors will be briefly considered
here: the distribution of item difficulties, separate calibration, 2PL data, unbalanced DIF, and
sample size.
Distribution of Item Difficulties
The scale distortion depends on the mix of items on the test. For an illustration, test
Form 3 was created by removing the 6 most difficult items (b = 2.1 and 1.8) from Form 1 and
adding items with difficulties = -2.1, -1.8, -1.5, -1.2, -0.9, -0.6. The item difficulties were
calibrated 500 times using samples with ability ~N(0,1), and the resulting scale is depicted in
Figure 6 Notice the distortion at the low end of the scale is a bit less without the most difficult
items. The estimated item difficulties also changed. After adjusting for scaling differences, the
estimated item difficulties for the easiest items were about 0.3 logits higher on Form 3.
Although this is a small difference, if Forms 1 and 3 were administered in different years or to
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different grade levels, researchers might conclude that these item parameters had drifted
slightly, perhaps due to changes in instructional emphasis over time or across grade levels, even
though the true item response functions were unchanged.
Separate Calibration
Sometimes for DIF studies the items are calibrated separately for each group. In the
Rasch model, if both groups took the same set of items and the item difficulty estimates are
centered at 0 within each group, the items should be on the same scale, if the model fits, and
no additional linking is required. However, if the model does not fit, separate calibration allows
for the possibility of differential distortion in the scale, depending on how difficult the items are
relative to each group's mean ability. The analyses were repeated with separate calibration.
When the mean ability difference = 0, the recovered scale was identical for both groups. But
when the mean ability difference = 1, the distortion at the low end of the scale was worse for
the focal group, and the distortion at the high end of the scale was worse for the reference
group (Figure 7).
Correspondingly, the trend that difficult non-DIF items appeared to favor the focal
group was somewhat magnified using separate calibrations, with mean Δ values for the hardest
items extending into the "C" range. The trend that easy non-DIF items appeared to favor the
reference group was similar in magnitude for the concurrent and separate calibrations. These
findings were consistent for both the constant a and varying a conditions. For the DIF items,
concurrent and separate calibration yielded similar results when there was no mean ability
difference. As mean ability difference increased, the concurrent and separate calibrations
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results remained similar for the easy items, but the absolute value of the bias was smaller for
the medium items but larger for the difficult items under separate calibration.
2PL data
The scale distortion is caused mainly by the non-zero lower asymptote; varying aparameters made little difference, consistent with Domingue (2012). As a further exploration of
this issue, Form 4 was simulated with the same parameters as Form 2, except that c = 0. The
resulting 2PL scale differed from the Rasch scale by no more than |.03| at any point. However,
the estimated item difficulties for the high-a and low-a items were mis-estimated to better fit
the response functions for individual items. High-a items were biased away from the group's
mean θ, and low-a items were biased toward the group mean. Thus, when the mean θ was 0,
b's for high-a items were overestimated in absolute value, b's for low-a items were
underestimated in absolute value, and the magnitude of the bias became greater as the true
item difficulty became more extreme. For the non-DIF items, mean Δ estimates were near zero
for all items when there was no difference in mean ability (Figure 8) because item difficulties
were equally biased for both groups. But when there was a large difference in mean ability, all
of the less discriminating items appeared to favor the focal group and all of the more
discriminating items appeared to favor the reference group. Effects were slightly accentuated
for the easiest and most difficult items. This occurred because the difficulty was more extreme
for one group, and as the difficulty became more extreme the item difficulty became biased
further away from the mean for high-a items but further in toward the mean for low-a items.
The b's for easy, low-a items were positively biased, but more so for the reference group
because they were relatively easier; thus the b's were higher for the reference group and
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appeared to favor the focal group. The b's for difficult, low-a items were negatively biased, but
more so for the focal group because they were relatively harder; thus the b's were again higher
for the reference group and appeared to favor the focal group. The converse was true for the
high-a items, where the bias was negative for the easy items (more so for the reference group)
but positive for the difficult items (more so for the focal group). Greater negative bias (or
smaller positive bias) for the reference group means the item appears to be easier for the
reference group. The mean Δ estimates was <= |1|, so most of the DIF would be considered
small, on average. However, within some replications the Δ estimate would extend into the B
range for some items, especially with small sample sizes where the standard error of Δ would
be greatest.
For the DIF items (Table 4), when the mean ability was equal in both groups, the
magnitude of the DIF was overestimated in absolute value for the high-a items and
underestimated in absolute value for the low-a items. For example, the middle difficulty high-a
item difficulty was -0.16 for the reference group and 0.16 for the focal group. The estimated b's
were pulled away from the mean: -0.19 and 0.19, so the Δ was overestimated. The middle
difficulty low-a item difficulty was -0.36 for the reference group and 0.36 for the focal group.
The estimated b's were pulled toward the mean: -0.29 and 0.29, so the Δ was underestimated.
When the group means differed, this effect was added to the effects seen for the non-DIF items
Unbalanced DIF
To minimize interactions between and confounding of conditions, in the examples
above the DIF favoring the reference group was balanced by DIF favoring the focal group
(balanced for Form 1, as nearly balanced as practical for Form 2). Unbalanced DIF is also
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possible. As an extreme example, all 6 DIF items were re-simulated to favor the reference
group. As a result, the θs for the focal group were underestimated; when a focal group member
and a reference group member had the same estimated θ, on average the focal group member
had a higher true θ. When both groups had the same ability distribution, this meant that the
non-DIF items appeared to slightly favor the focal group (Δ ≈ 0.2). When the focal group had the
lower mean ability, with focal group ~N(-0.5, 1) and reference group ~N(0.5, 1), the non-DIF
items that appeared to favor the reference group when the DIF was balanced did so to a lesser
extent. The non-DIF items that appeared to favor the focal group when the DIF was balanced
did so to a greater extent when the DIF was unbalanced.
Sample Size
Sample size generally has no effect on bias, but the standard errors of the estimates
should increase as sample size decreases. This expected pattern was generally true for the Δdifference estimates. The data used in the main study, where there were 1000 examinees per
group in each replication, were divided into replications with 500 per group or 100 per group.
Sample size had little effect on the mean Δ-difference, conditional on true item difficulty
(Figures 1 and 2), except that for the very easiest items the mean Δ-differences were slightly
more negative (by about 0.25) for the small sample than the medium or large sample when the
mean ability difference was 1. This was because the distribution of the Δ-difference estimates
was negatively skewed for the small sample for the easiest items. The empirical standard error
of the Δ-difference was of course larger for the small sample, as shown in Figure 9 for the
easiest and most difficult items. More of the effect sizes for the non-DIF items would fall into
the "C" range for the small sample, although fewer would meet the statistical significance
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criterion. Similarly, for the DIF items, sample size did not influence the mean bias, except for
the easiest items; as noted for the non-DIF items, the smallest sample size had a negatively
skewed Δ-difference distribution, which pulled down the mean slightly.
Discussion and Implications
In a Rasch DIF study where the group impact is large and the data includes correct
guessing, the estimated response functions will differ by group. This can lead to the appearance
of DIF for non-DIF items and bias in the effect sizes (with corresponding decrease or increase in
power) for the DIF items. When the group means are equal, however, the Δ-difference effect
size should be unbiased for non-DIF items and have relatively small bias for DIF items.
Somewhat similar effects are seen for observed-score-based DIF procedures, such as
with the Mantel-Haenszel, but for different reasons. In the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, the
odds ratio is estimated conditional on observed score and averaged over the score distribution.
If the scores are not perfectly reliable and the group means are unequal, examinees matched
on observed score will not be matched on true score unless the data follow a Rasch model
(Meredith & Millsap, 1992; Uttaro & Millsap, 1994; Zwick, 1990). Due to this mismatch, when
there is no DIF, more discriminating items will appear to favor the reference group and less
discriminating items will appear to favor the focal group (Magis & De Boeck, in press; Uttaro &
Millsap, 1994; Zwick, 1990; Li, Brooks, & Johanson, 2012). This mismatch accounts for a small
portion of the false DIF seen with the Rasch model as well, because all examinees with the
same observed score have the same estimated θ but different mean values of true θ when the
model does not fit. Importantly, increasing the reliability of the scores will minimize the
mismatch of true scores conditional on observed scores and thus minimize the false DIF due to
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varying item discrimination for the observed-score procedures. Increasing the reliability will
have little effect on the false DIF using the Rasch model because most of the false DIF is due to
a different cause. Additionally, the effects of item difficulty on DIF are in the same direction, but
smaller, for observed score DIF procedures. If there is correct guessing, more difficult items
appear to favor the focal group (Uttaro & Millsap, 1994; Wainer & Skorupski, 2005) because
more examinees are in the guessing range, where there is little difference between the
response functions.
Stretching and compressing the 3PL scale is not necessarily problematic, and may be
viewed as a positive outcome. One can argue whether or not the 3PL scale is linear in some
sense (Ballou, 2009; Cliff, 1992; Dadey & Briggs, 2012; Domingue, in press). Yen (1986)
described the scale as equal-interval because the predicted response probabilities remain
invariant under any linear transformation in the scale, a necessary but not sufficient condition.
Some researchers (Bock, Thissen, & Zimowski, 1997, p. 209; Thissen & Orlando, 2001, p. 133)
have suggested that the 3PL scale, compared to the observed score scale, should be more
linearly related to other variables. However, long ago, Lord (1975) proposed that non-linear
transformations in the 3PL scale were permissible. Rasch calibration makes the 3PL scale more
linear in one sense: linear in the log-odds (logit). Nonetheless, if the data do not follow the
Rasch model, use of the Rasch model will not confer the properties of the model on the data.
3PL data cannot be linear in the log-odds, regardless of how it is modeled. The problem with
distorting the scale or response function arises when groups have different abilities, or
equivalently when an item is calibrated with other groups of items of different average
difficulty. Then the same item will have different difficulty estimates, depending on the group.
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The Rasch model should be used cautiously for DIF studies where the group ability difference is
large and correct guessing seems plausible.
One potential solution lies in test development. If the test includes multiple-choice
items, careful attention should be given to the distractors. If distractors can be developed to
capture the common misconceptions of lower ability students (Briggs, Alonzo, Schwab, &
Wilson, 2006; Hermann-Abell & DeBoer, 2011) or to at least seem plausible (Haladyna, 2004,
p.120), correct guessing can be minimized because low ability students will tend to select a
distractor rather than the correct answer. Although this will not necessarily make the item
discriminations more equal, it should at least help the lower asymptote to approach zero.
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Table 1
Difference in b's to produce Δ-difference = ± 1.75

a

b

mean ability difference

b
difference

1

-1.5

0

0.491

1

0

0

0.621

1

1.5

0

1.192

0.6

-1.5

0

0.804

0.6

0

0

0.945

0.6

1.5

0

1.386

1.4

-1.5

0

0.363

1.4

0

0

0.488

1.4

1.5

0

1.164

1

-1.5

1

0.503

1

0

1

0.640

1

1.5

1

1.173

0.6

-1.5

1

0.814

0.6

0

1

0.960

0.6

1.5

1

1.387

1.4

-1.5

1

0.376

1.4

0

1

0.500

1.4

1.5

1

1.122
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Table 2
Estimated Δ for DIF Items, Constant a-parameter
Item: Group Favored

mean Δ

se of Δ

θR~N(0, 1) θF~N(0, 1)
Easy: R

-1.58

0.34

Easy: F

1.56

0.34

Medium: R

-1.69

0.24

Medium: F

1.69

0.24

Difficult: R

-1.98

0.25

Difficult: F

2.02

0.27

θR~N(0.5, 1) θF~N(-0.5, 1)
Easy: R

-2.56

0.37

Easy: F

0.66

0.33

Medium: R

-2.06

0.24

Medium: F

1.37

0.22

Difficult: R

-1.15

0.25

Difficult: F

2.76

0.27

Note. R indicates the item difficulty is lower for the reference group, biased against the focal
group; F indicates the difficulty is lower for the focal group, biased against the reference group.
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Table 3
Estimated Δ for DIF Items, Varying a-parameter
Item: Group Favored

mean Δ

se of Δ

θR~N(0, 1) θF~N(0, 1)
Easy: R

-1.76

0.31

Easy: F

1.37

0.36

Medium: R

-1.86

0.26

Medium: F

1.50

0.21

Difficult: R

-1.93

0.25

Difficult: F

2.03

0.25

θR~N(0.5, 1) θF~N(-0.5, 1)
Easy: R

-1.85

0.33

Easy: F

-0.23

0.35

Medium: R

-1.62

0.27

Medium: F

0.73

0.21

Difficult: R

-1.19

0.26

Difficult: F

2.88

0.25

Note. R indicates the item difficulty is lower for the reference group, biased against the focal
group; F indicates the difficulty is lower for the focal group, biased against the reference group.
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Table 4
Estimated Δ for DIF Items, 2PL
Item: Group Favored

mean Δ

se of Δ

θR~N(0, 1) θF~N(0, 1)
Easy: R

-2.05

0.33

Easy: F

1.50

0.36

Medium: R

-2.10

0.28

Medium: F

1.41

0.24

Difficult: R

-1.42

0.33

Difficult: F

2.13

0.31

θR~N(0.5, 1) θF~N(-0.5, 1)
Easy: R

-1.21

0.33

Easy: F

0.59

0.36

Medium: R

-1.31

0.28

Medium: F

0.59

0.23

Difficult: R

-2.32

0.42

Difficult: F

2.94

0.32

Note. R indicates the item difficulty is lower for the reference group, biased against the focal
group; F indicates the difficulty is lower for the focal group, biased against the reference group.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for the constant item
discrimination (a = 1) condition.
Figure 2. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for items with low or high item
discriminations. The items with a = 1 are not shown because the results were similar to the
constant discrimination condition.
Figure 3. Empirical 90% confidence intervals for the Δ-difference for the easiest and most
difficult non-DIF items when the mean ability difference = 1 and the item discriminations were
constant.
Figure 4. Estimated scales for Rasch model, compared to the 3PL scale used to generate the
data.
Figure 5. Estimated item response function, when the mean ability difference = 1, for an easy
item (true b = -1.8) and a difficult item (true b = 1.8).
Figure 6. Estimated scales for an easier test form, compared to the 3PL scale used to generate
the data and to the Rasch scale estimated for the original test form shown in Figure 4.
Figure 7. Estimated scales using separate calibration when the mean ability difference = 1,
compared to the 3PL scale used to generate the data.
Figure 8. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for the 2PL data
Figure 9. Small N condition, empirical 90% confidence intervals for the Δ-difference for the
easiest and most difficult non-DIF items when the mean ability difference = 1 and the item
discriminations were constant.
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Figure 1. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for the constant item discrimination (a = 1) condition.
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Figure 2. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for items with low or high item discriminations. The items with a = 1
are not shown because the results were similar to the constant discrimination condition.
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Figure 3. Empirical 90% confidence intervals for the Δ-difference for the easiest and most difficult non-DIF items when the mean
ability difference = 1 and the item discriminations were constant.
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Figure 4. Estimated scales for Rasch model, compared to the 3PL scale used to generate the data.
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Figure 5. Estimated item response function, when the mean ability difference = 1, for an easy item (true b = -1.8) and a difficult item
(true b = 1.8).
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Figure 6. Estimated scales for an easier test form, compared to the 3PL scale used to generate the data and to the Rasch scale
estimated for the original test form shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Estimated scales using separate calibration when the mean ability difference = 1, compared to the 3PL scale used to
generate the data.
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Figure 8. Estimated Δ-difference, conditional on item difficulty, for the 2PL data
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Figure 9. Small N condition, empirical 90% confidence intervals for the Δ-difference for the easiest and most difficult non-DIF items
when the mean ability difference = 1 and the item discriminations were constant.
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Appendix: Item Fit
Tables A1 and A2 provide information on the fit indices. The mean and standard
deviation of the MS are shown; as one would expect for an effect size, the average MS was
constant across sample sizes and thus is not repeated in Tables A1 and A2 for each sample size.
Additionally, the tables show flagging rates. Items were flagged for misfit if they met criteria for
both statistical significance (p < .05) and effect size (MS < 0.8 or MS >1.2). The tables only show
fit for one condition: no mean ability difference, no DIF, concurrent calibration, constant a.
Mean ability difference, DIF, calibration method, and constant vs. varying a's did not influence
item fit, except where noted. The presence of DIF in other items did not impact the fit of the
non-DIF items, but when the mean ability differed, DIF items that favored the focal group
tended to have higher MS; higher MS is closer to 1 for the easy items (better fit), but further
from 1 for the difficult items. The MS, especially Outfit MS, was slightly worse (further from
one) as mean ability difference increased, and flagging rates increased correspondingly unless
they were near 0 or 100%; Infit was near 0% for most items and thus influenced by mean ability
difference only for items with b = 1.8 and b = 2.1. With separate calibration both Infit and Outfit
MS were slightly better (closer to one) than under concurrent calibration when there was a
mean ability difference, but otherwise followed the same patterns. After taking the differences
in MS into account, for the smallest N, misfit was less likely to be statistically significant under
separate calibration because the sample size was twice as large under concurrent calibration.
As summarized in the main text, Tables A1 and A2 show that Infit MS was generally
within or close to Wright and Linacre's guidelines, but Outfit MS, which is more sensitive than
Infit to misfit at ability levels far from the item difficulty, showed overfit for easy items and
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underfit for difficult items. These effects can be understood in light of the scale distortion
described in the main text. Because of the scale expansion at the low end of ability, the logodds for easy items increase faster than the ability units, leading to overfit (MS values less than
1). Because of the scale compression at the high end of ability, the log-odds for difficult items
increases more slowly than the ability units, leading to underfit.
For the varying a condition, one might expect the more discriminating items to overfit
and the less discriminating items to underfit, but perhaps the effects of the c-parameter
masked the effects of varying a. For the more discriminating items, the squared standardized
residuals would be smaller for θ far above the item difficulty, but more discriminating items
also have a larger range of low values of θ where the squared standardized residuals would be
larger due to the c-parameter. With the 2PL model, in contrast, more discriminating items have
smaller squared residuals in both the high and low ranges of θ. The 2PL data described in a
later section of the main text showed the expected underfit of the low-a items and overfit of
the high-a items. The mean Infit MS for the high-a items was close to the suggested lower limit
of 0.8, and the mean Infit MS for the low-a items was close to the suggested upper limit of 1.2.
Infit had only a very small relationship with item difficulty; it was slightly worse for middledifficulty items. Outfit MS varied with item difficulty; middle-difficulty items had mean Outfit
near 1.4 for the low-a items and near 0.7 for the high-a items. Mean Outfit was near 1.7 (low-a)
and 0.5 (high-a) for the easiest and most difficult items. These are the effects usually seen with
the 2PL model; the effects of the c-parameter in the 3PL model apparently overshadowed the
effects of the a-parameter on fit.
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Table A1
Item Infit: Condition of No Mean ability difference, No DIF, Constant a, Concurrent Calibration
N = 100 per group

N = 500 per group

N = 1000 per group

MS SD

MS SD

MS SD

b

MS mean

% flagged

% flagged

% flagged

-2.1

0.93

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

-1.8

0.92

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

-1.5

0.91a

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

-1.2

0.91

0.06

1%

0.02

0%

0.02

0%

-0.9

0.91

0.05

2%

0.02

0%

0.02

0%

-0.6

0.91

0.05

1%

0.02

0%

0.02

0%

-0.3

0.92

0.05

1%

0.02

0%

0.02

0%

0

0.94a

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

0.3

0.96

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

0.6

0.99

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

0.9

1.03

0.06

0%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

1.2

1.07

0.07

2%

0.03

0%

0.02

0%

1.5

1.11a

0.07

9%b

0.03

0%b

0.02

0%b

1.8

1.16

0.07

24%c

0.03

6%c

0.02

1%c

2.1

1.20

0.08

45%c

0.03

42%c

0.02

40%c

Note: MS = mean square, SD = standard deviation. There were three items at each difficulty level, so
only 15 levels of b are shown for the 45 items. Items were flagged for misfit if they met criteria for both
statistical significance (p < .05) and effect size (MS < 0.8 or MS >1.2).
a
When Mean ability difference = 1, MS was greater when the item favored the focal group and lower
when the item favored the reference group.
b
When Mean ability difference = 1 and this item favored the focal group, flagging rates increased.
c
Flagging rates increased as mean ability difference increased, and the difference increased with sample
size.
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Table A2
Item Outfit: Condition of No Mean ability difference, No DIF, Constant a, Concurrent Calibration
N = 100 per group

N = 500 per group

N = 1000 per group

MS SD

MS SD

MS SD

b

MS mean

% flagged

% flagged

% flagged

-2.1

0.64

0.24

1%

0.10

55d%

0.07

92d%

-1.8

0.68

0.20

1%

0.09

65d%

0.06

95d%

-1.5

0.71a

0.16

2%

0.07

74d%

0.05

95d%

-1.2

0.75

0.13

4%

0.06

79d%

0.04

88d%

-0.9

0.79

0.11

6%

0.05

59d%

0.03

63d%

-0.6

0.82

0.10

9%

0.04

26d%

0.03

17d%

-0.3

0.86

0.09

10%

0.04

3d%

0.03

0%

0

0.90a

0.09

6b%

0.04

0%

0.03

0%

0.3

0.95

0.09

3%

0.04

0%

0.03

0%

0.6

1.01

0.10

4%

0.04

0%

0.03

0%

0.9

1.08

0.12

13%

0.05

1%

0.04

0%

1.2

1.18

0.14

32d%

0.06

34d%

0.04

27d%

1.5

1.29a

0.18

51cd%

0.08

87cd%

0.06

94cd%

1.8

1.41

0.21

69d%

0.09

99%

0.06

100%

2.1

1.53

0.25

80d%

0.11

100%

0.07

100%

Note: MS = mean square, SD = standard deviation. There were three items at each difficulty level, so
only 15 levels of b are shown for the 45 items. Items were flagged for misfit if they met criteria for both
statistical significance (p < .05) and effect size (MS < 0.8 or MS >1.2).
a
When mean ability difference = 1, MS was greater when the item favored the focal group and lower
when the item favored the reference group.
b
When mean ability difference = 1 and this item favored the reference group, flagging rates increased.
c
When mean ability difference ≠ 0 and this item favored the focal group, ﬂagging rates increased.
d
Flagging rates increased as mean ability difference increased, and the difference increased with sample
size.

